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The most ladylike of bags, the top 
handle isn’t just for your grandmother’s 
Sunday best. Take this classic style into 
the future with modern updates from 
fan favorites such as Balenciaga.

https://www.nihaojewelry.com/handbags
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The hobo bag is back on the list of purse trends for fall and 
winter. From the classic shapes at Gucci, Givenchy, and Miu 
Miu to more half-moon versions at Louis Vuitton, Bottega 
Veneta, and Emporio Armani, hobo bags are most certainly 
back to bring in the causal French girl chic to any outfit for a 
carefree day in the post-pandemic world.
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Studs and beads were 
scattered across clutches, 
slouchy shoulder bags and 
pouches at Alexander 
McQueen, Marine Serre and 
Givenchy respectively. As for 
Valentino? Pierpaolo 
Piccioli’s signature Rockstud 
designs arrived in scene-
stealing hot pink – what’s 
not to love?
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#4. Travel Wallet
Holds Money, Cards And Your Smartphone

These have more card slots, flat bill 
sections and room to hold a smartphone 
with a zip design to keep everything secure. 
This style comes in several colors and a 
mini version; there’s also cardholders, 
travel wallets sized for foreign currency and 
slim sleeve-wallets.

https://www.nihaojewelry.com/wallets
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#5. Wristlet Wallet 
Carry Solo Or Toss In A Larger Bag

Wristlets are good if you’re on the go and don’t want to be 
weighed down by a heavy wallet. 
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#6. Backpack Comeback
Remember backpacks? You'll definitely want to invest 
it one again. We love a hands-free moment!
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#7 Party Bags
Infinitely fun, designers played with glitter, sequins, and other 
flashy elements for your bag to be able to catch the strobe 
lights of whatever disco club you find yourself in.
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